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VOICE BIOMETRICS FOR
INFORMATION ASSURANCE APPLICATIONS

INTRODUCTION

The Department of Defense (DoD) has a critical need to ensure security and integrity in all its information and information systems, weapons, and facilities. To meet this need, DoD is exploiting biometrics technology that uses measurable physical characteristics of an individual for identification or verification. LTG Peter Cuviello, Director of the DoD Biometrics Management Office (BMO), envisions that, “on the battlefield of the future, a soldier’s voice will be his password.”

In support of DoD biometrics efforts, we at NRL are focusing on voice biometrics for applications where other biometrics techniques are difficult to apply. An example of voice biometrics is remote speaker verification over computer or communication links in which the user and the information source are not collocated. Another example is when the speaker wears a gas mask and gloves in a nuclear-biological-chemical (NBC) environment. We are also pursuing research and development aimed at improving voice biometrics accuracy and reducing the time required to perform speaker verification. Reduction of the time required to perform speaker verification is an important issue because people are used to operating a cipher lock, which takes only two seconds. Biometrics access control devices might take longer than two seconds, and this is generally not acceptable.

Presently, voice biometrics is technologically behind other biometrics in terms of verification accuracy, user-friendliness, and even availability. Voice biometrics devices are seldom demonstrated at vendor exhibits because they take too much time to demonstrate. This indicates a lack of user-friendliness in current voice biometrics products. Furthermore, few voice biometrics devices are available in the marketplace. Recently, BMO tested 56 biometrics devices, of which only two were voice biometrics devices [1].

In an attempt to fill the technology shortfall in voice biometrics, we have developed a reliable and user-friendly voice biometrics system for the DoD and the Navy. In the beginning, we carefully studied why voice biometrics performance trailed other biometrics. We finally realized that voice biometrics devices are man-in-the-loop systems in which overall system performance is dependent on human performance or, as we state, the speaking manner of the person to be verified.

A fingerprint pattern does not change. In contrast, voice features change constantly, depending on the emotional and physical condition of the speaker. Therefore, critical elements in the voice biometrics are:

- *Selection of test phrase* — that can be uttered consistently;
- *Speech pre-processing* — to normalize voice biometrics features prior to speaker verification;
- *Speech processing* — to extract several speaker-dependent voice features for speaker verification; and
- *Methods of comparing voice features* — that are not usually aligned in time.
We made a fresh look at these areas. For every approach presented, we discuss several tradeoffs and provide recommendations. We also developed our own biometrics device and are getting satisfactory speaker verification performance.

The sponsor of our efforts (Space and Naval Warfare Systems Command (SPAWAR) PMW-161) is currently testing various biometrics devices in Navy offices and on Navy platforms. To take advantage of this ongoing program, we plan to conduct tests on our voice biometrics device in similar environments in FY03.

BACKGROUND

DoD Biometrics Thrusts

On July 13, 2000, the President of the United States established an organization within DoD to develop and promulgate biometrics technologies to achieve information system security (Section 112 of PL 106-246). Accordingly, DoD established the Biometrics Management Office (BMO) with the Army as its executive agent. The mission of BMO is to promote the use of and to ensure the availability of biometrics technologies within DoD. In addition, the Biometrics Fusion Center (BFC) has been established to test and evaluate commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) products and to serve as a repository of biometrics information. All three Services are committed to the pursuing biometrics efforts, as noted by the visionary statements of the nation’s top-ranking officers in the field of information warfare and information assurance (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 — Three Service leaders in DoD biometrics efforts
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Navy Biometrics Programs

SPAWAR PMW-161 leads the Navy biometrics programs. In SPAWAR, biometrics is regarded as “emerging technologies.” Jim Davies is the program director and Dave Guerrino is the Navy point-of-contact (POC) to BMO. Currently, SPAWAR is pursuing five different biometrics efforts:

- Introduce biometrics technologies to various Navy operational sites and evaluate user acceptance.
- Test and evaluate biometrics products for Navy applications.
- Identify candidates of Navy weapons or C3I systems and determine the benefits and deployment costs.
- Investigate biometrics assurance issues, including protection profiles, security targets, and vulnerability assurance.
- Focus on voice biometrics: develop a reliable and user-friendly speaker authentication for use in unique Navy situations and where other biometrics methods are difficult to apply. (This is our biometrics project at NRL, and it is further described in this report.)

NRL Voice Biometrics Tasks

We are in the Voice Systems Section (Code 5555), which is part of the Transmission Technology Branch of the Information Technology Division at NRL. We support the Navy’s biometrics effort that was begun on November 17, 2000 at the Navy-BMO conference. The Navy representatives in this meeting were Earle Kirkley and Jim Davies, both of the Technical Direction Division of SPAWAR PMW-161, Dave Guerrino, the Navy Biometrics point of contact at BMO, and our NRL section members. At this meeting, NRL Code 5555 was designated as the Navy Voice Biometrics R&D Group. Currently, we have been performing the following three projects:

1. Test and evaluate remote biometrics over Navy secure voice links — In this application, the person who wishes to access the controlled information is not collocated with the information system (Fig. 2). It is convenient to perform biometrics by voice over the voice link. NRL is currently prototyping a three-way voice conferencing system with speaker verification. NRL is also evaluating voice biometrics performance using vocoded speech and noisy speech. This phase of investigation will be documented separately when completed.

Fig. 2 — Remote biometrics. When a speaker tries to access classified information via voice communication links, remote speaker verification over the existing communication system is convenient.
2. *Develop speech equalization techniques for voice biometrics when wearing gas mask and gloves* — In future warfare, it is expected that soldiers will use gas masks, referred to as the Mission Oriented Protective Posture, Level 4 (MOPP-4) (Fig. 3). When a person wears a gas mask, an opaque window in front of the eyes make iris scans, retina scans, or facial mapping techniques difficult to apply. Likewise, if the soldier is wearing gloves, the fingerprint technique cannot be used. The use of voice biometrics is more practical.

![Fig. 3 — MOPP-4 attire. There are two acoustic paths from inside the mask to outside: one is via the internal built-in microphone; the other is a direct path through a plastic membrane, called the “voicemitter.” Speech from either path sounds muffled, fuzzy, and tinny. Voice biometrics need speech equalization techniques to remove speech distortion.](image)

3. *Develop a reliable and user-friendly voice biometrics system for access control* — A major application of voice biometrics is for controlling access to classified facilities (Fig. 4), information systems, and weapon systems.

![Fig. 4 — Voice biometrics for access control. The term “user-friendly” means “quick to verify” voice biometrics for access control applications. The ultimate goal of voice biometrics is to use our voice as our password.](image)

**Two Objectives of Voice Biometrics**

Two major applications of voice biometrics are speaker verification for access control and speaker recognition for speaker monitoring over communication links:

- *Speaker verification for access control* — The purpose is to verify or authenticate the speaker under test by means of his (or her) own spoken voice. Since the biometrics operation is performed in a cooperative environment, the spoken text can be specified beforehand. The biometrics device provides a binary decision—yes or no. This report is written for this application.
• Speaker recognition for speaker spotting or speaker monitoring over communication link — The purpose is to spot a specific person from the file containing voice features or from live speech intercepted over communication links. This report does not cover this voice biometrics application.

Differences Between Voice Biometrics and Other Biometrics

Voice biometrics is different from other biometrics in many respects. Table 1 lists three major differences using the fingerprint-comparison biometrics as an example of nonvoice biometrics. These differences make the implementation of a reliable and user-friendly voice biometrics device difficult. Although we show the case of fingerprint comparison biometrics as an example of nonvoice biometrics, other nonvoice biometrics have similar differences (Table 1). Stated briefly, nonvoice biometrics features are stable, and they are primarily related to the person (unlike the speech waveform, which is related to both the words uttered and speaker’s voice characteristics).

Table 1 — Differences Between Voice and Nonvoice Biometrics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a) Fingerprint</th>
<th>(b) Speech Waveform</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What we see (i.e., the fingerprint) is the information directly used for personnel verification.</td>
<td>What we see (i.e., the speech waveform) is complex and repetitive, that is, in a form not directly useful for voice biometrics. Therefore, we must process the speech waveform to extract voice biometrics features.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The fingerprint is unique to each person.</td>
<td>The speech waveform is related to both speech and speaker. Hence, we have to extract voice features that are more sensitive to voice characteristics than to speech characteristics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fingerprints do not change over a long period of time. Hence, the biometrics performance is stable (i.e., repeatable).</td>
<td>Voice characteristics change from time to time. Hence, we must do the following to minimize adverse effects of voice variabilities on the voice biometrics performance:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Select a phrase that each speaker can utter consistently</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Normalize the speech loudness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Normalize utterance speed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Provide adaptive high-frequency boost</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Use several voice features jointly</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Update voice template, as necessary</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Historical Perspective of Voice Biometrics R&D**

The advent of high-speed digital signal processors in the early 1970s made it possible to use complex signal processing algorithms in speech processing applications. These applications include speech encoding, speech recognition, and speaker verification. In those days, voice biometrics was a very popular subject in speech research [2,3,4]. By the mid-1970s, voice biometrics technology had advanced enough to produce technology survey papers [5,6].

A major topic in voice biometrics has always been the voice feature and its effect on speaker verification performance. In the early 1970s, linear prediction analysis of the speech waveform was developed as a means to represent the speech spectral envelope by a limited number of parameters [7]. As a result, linear predictive coefficients were widely used as a voice feature [8-10]. Speech intensity [11] and pitch [5,12] were other, often-used voice features. Likewise, studies were made on the effects of processing raw voice features; for example, long-term averaging [13] or clustering [14,15]. Other voice biometrics issues, such as feature weighting [16], feature updating [17], and time warping [18,19], were also studied.

With all these voice biometrics R&D efforts behind us, it could be claimed that everything that can be done for voice biometrics has been done. The fact remains, however, that no existing voice biometrics device exists that can utilize one’s voice as a password. We feel that previous voice biometrics works have not emphasized the man-in-the-loop aspect of the problem. In other words, voice biometrics performance is significantly dependent on human performance.

Furthermore, previous research has neglected the effect that stress on the speaker (physical, mental, and/or emotional stress—all of which are common in military situations) can have a detrimental effect on the performance of any voice biometrics system. Measurements have shown that people’s speech can change markedly under stress conditions: they often talk faster, louder, and raise the their pitch. Sometimes there are also changes to the speech spectra, particularly vowels [20]. These stress-induced voice reactions can severely impact accuracy, potentially leading to real problems in real-world conditions. In the design of our voice biometrics system, we have considered the impact of human performance, and have developed techniques to overcome inconsistency in human speaking. We place a special emphasis on test word selection as part of enrollment. It must be noted that pre-processing to equalize speaking inconsistency has not been emphasized in previous work. As indicated by Fig. 5, our voice biometrics system has four major components. We introduce new ideas and improve old ideas in the implementation of each component:

1. **Enrollment** — We let the user select his (or her) own test phrase to minimize intra-speaker distance while maximizing inter-speaker distance.

2. **Speech pre-processor** — The speech waveform is normalized and equalized to minimize the effect of speaking inconsistencies that are reflected in the raw speech waveform.
3. **Voice feature extraction** — We use as many as five voice features jointly.

4. **Comparison of voice features** — We take a fresh look at time-alignment, weighting factors for the individual error, and updating the voice template to cope with slowly changing voice characteristics.

One area that we do not discuss is voice biometrics in noisy environments because we already have a solution to this problem. In 1999, we developed what-is-called the second-order gradient microphone that can reduce ambient noise as much as 20 to 30 dB [21]. The use of this microphone also solves the problem of reverberation because it effectively attenuates farfield sounds (i.e., late arriving multipath signals). The effect of vocoded speech on voice biometrics will be investigated and documented by the principal investigator of another task at NRL.

**SPEAKER ENROLLMENT**

The enrollment process characterizes each person’s voice biometrics features and stores the information into the biometrics device to be used for speaker verification (Fig. 6). We discuss several important issues related to enrollment for voice biometrics.

**VOICE BIOMETRICS ENROLLMENT**

1. Choose own test phrase to utter
2. Generate template of own voice
3. Deposit the template into two locations indicated below

**TEMPLATE DEPOSITORY**

1. To the DoD Biometrics Fusion Center
2. To the biometrics device to be used
3. Copy the template into a flash card for each one to carry, in case the template is not available at the voice biometrics device to be used.

---

**Test Phrase Selection**

Voice biometrics needs a person’s voice to verify identity; however, the voice need not be just spoken words. A singing voice is an alternative to spoken words because a singing voice contains enough information to recognize a particular person. Likewise, other vocalizations (such as the howling sound of a coyote) would acceptable as the speaker verification test signal. For most people, however, speech is a convenient form of test signal. Therefore, a test phrase must be selected. The test phrase should be selected to achieve the following general goals:

- **The inter-speaker difference is increased** — A test phrase is selected so that resultant voice features are easily distinguished between different people.

- **The intra-speaker distance is decreased** — The selected phrase must be such that the person can utter it consistently (i.e., in a similar rhythm, loudness, pitch, and speed). Then, the voice features will be tightly clustered together so that the speaker will always be accepted by the voice biometrics system.
There are two ways by which a test phrase can be selected: (1) the voice biometrics device specifies a unique phrase for each speaker verification session, or (2) the speaker chooses a preferred phrase beforehand and uses it at all speaker verification sessions. We discuss the pros and cons of each approach.

**Approach #1:** The biometrics device selects the test phrase for each speaker verification session — An advantage of this approach is that it discourages an imposter from impersonating the authorized speaker by using tape-recorded speech. However, specifying a phrase by the voice biometrics device is a poor idea because:

- Since the phrase varies at each speaker verification session, the user will not have an opportunity to practice the chosen phrase so as to speak it consistently.

- A test phrase will be selected without consideration of an individual’s speaking idiosyncrasies to maximize the voice feature distance to other speakers.

- If the selected phrase is too simple (as in Fig. 7), everyone’s voice features will look alike (i.e., it has no speaker verification capability).

**Approach #2:** The individual speaker selects a test phrase (our approach) — In the NRL voice biometrics system, the individual speaker chooses his (or her) own test phrase. The selected phrase must be such that the speaker can utter it consistently (with the same pitch, stress, rhythm, and speed), yet differently from how other people would say it. An advantage of this approach is that each speaker verification session provides an opportunity for the speaker to practice the chosen phrase to utter more consistently. As a result, the speaker verification score will improve as speaker verification is performed often.

In selecting a test phrase, we suggest the following:

- Choose a phrase that has been used by the speaker many times in the past (for example, children’s names, high school name, etc.). The speaker will have a definite way of saying these familiar words.

- Choose a phrase that other people cannot imitate easily (for example, a phrase in another language such as “bis mächste mal,” “como se yama,” etc.).

- Choose more complex phrases because this provides more diversified voice biometrics features.
• Avoid co-articulated words (e.g., This is an end) because transitional speech features are harder to compare.

• Choose three or four isolated nonsense words (e.g., man sh man shi buna ghun ga mog — this phrase was actually used by a person at NRL). Since there is no meaning, we tend to say nonsense phrases without varying inflections or intonations. [According to Stephanie Everett of NRL, however, the word “Chaubaunagungamaug” is the traditional Indian (Algonquian) name for Webster Lake in south central Massachusetts. Therefore, the cited test phrase may not be entirely “nonsense” words for some of the speakers.]

• Avoid a complete sentence because there are many different ways of placing stress, pause, and pitch inflection—depending on the emphasis. People tend to forget how they previously said a complete sentence. Inconsistent inflections are detrimental to voice biometrics (Fig 8).

In conclusion, we recommend the choice of three or four, multisyllable, nonsense words. Live tests by numerous persons walking though our laboratory confirmed that such test phrases worked well.

Fig. 8 — Four different prosody patterns. The sentence, “I told you to go,” could have four different rhythms, stresses, and intonations, depending on the emphasis in the speaker’s mind. These differences are shown in the trajectories of speech loudness (speech energy) here. A complete sentence often does not consistently generate voice features. Alignment of voice features is a critical issue for voice biometrics. Therefore, we do not recommend selection of a complete sentence as a test phrase for voice biometrics.
Template Information

Two general classes of voice information can be recorded in the template:

Approach #1: The voice parameters used by the specific biometrics device — The advantage of this approach is that the total amount of the information to be stored in the template is small (about 1 to 5% of data representing the raw speech waveform). But this approach has serious disadvantages that were eventually proven to be both costly and flawed:

- The template will be locked in one biometrics device that is currently in use.
- If a new or improved voice biometrics device is available, new templates must be issued to all users.

Approach #2: Unprocessed speech waveforms (our approach) — If the fingerprint-matching biometrics method stores each fingerprint as it is, we do not see why we cannot store the speech waveform as it is for the voice biometrics. The disadvantage of this approach is that the amount of data to be stored is larger compared to the previous approach. The minimum amount of information we need to perform voice biometrics is two sets of spoken voice. Since the test phrase is usually no more than two seconds, and the speech-sampling rate is 16 kHz, the amount of data needed to be stored is approximately 64 kbits or 8 kbytes, which is still rather small for present-day memory card capacity. A 1.25 \times 1.5\text{-inch} flash card can hold 128,000 kbytes of data, 2000 times more than we need. The advantages of this approach are:

- Once a template is made, it is universally usable with all other current or future voice biometrics devices.
- It is easy to update the template information.

Template Depository

BMO mandated that all biometrics data be deposited at the Biometrics Fusion Center (BFC). In addition, the template must be resident in the biometrics device to be used. If the voice biometrics device does not have the speaker’s voice template, the voice template must be downloaded from the BFC. This will require time. If there is no communication link, the biometrics processor cannot be used.

To circumvent this difficulty, the NRL voice biometrics system is equipped with a flash card reader. Each speaker can feed in his (or her) own voice biometrics features. The information in the template will be encrypted to prevent misuse if the template is lost.

Another advantage of the individual carrying his (or her) own template is that the template information can be updated at the speaker verification site, if the speaker verification decision is “acceptable” but the score is near the rejection threshold. In this way, the voice biometrics system adapts to any change of the speaker’s voice.

SPEECH PRE-PROCESSING (SPEECH NORMALIZATION)

For all biometrics other than voice, biometrics features are fixed; for example, a fingerprint does not change unless it is accidentally cut or bruised. In voice biometrics, voice features change frequently.
Therefore, it is essential that the speech waveform be normalized, equalized, or conditioned prior to performing speaker verification. Speech pre-processes we will use include:

- Normalizing the peak amplitude of the speech waveform,
- Adaptively boosting high frequencies of speech for the spectral analysis,
- Cropping the speech waveform with a fixed rule,
- Using wider speech bandwidth to extract more voice features, and
- Removing speech distortion when a gas mask is worn.

**Peak Amplitude Normalization**

Loudness of speech is controlled by the amount of airflow from the lungs, and it is difficult to control speech loudness accurately based on auditory feedback of own voice. Furthermore, it is almost impossible to remember how loud one said the test phrase on previous occasions. Therefore, speech amplitude must be normalized before the speaker verification process. Amplitude levels must be matched because:

- Synchronization is essential for accurate comparison of two different voice features. Amplitude normalization makes it possible to crop the two different speech waveforms at the same speech onset locations.
- Speech level affects all voice features. Therefore, amplitude normalization reduces amplitude-dependent errors of voice features.
- Normalization of peak amplitude may also improve robustness in noisy environments, since it is well known that people talk more loudly in the presence of noise (this is part of the Lobaerd effect).

We normalize the amplitude during the enrollment session when the speech waveform is recorded. While the speech waveform is being recorded, the voice processor monitors the peak amplitude in real time (unless otherwise stated, the peak amplitude means the absolute value of the peak amplitude). For a 16-bit speech processor, the total dynamic range is from $-32767$ to $32767$. If the measured peak amplitude is $32767$, this is an indication that some speech samples have been clipped due to speaking too loudly. If so, the speech must be recorded again because clipped speech amplitudes are detrimental to extracted voice features. In this case, a pre-recorded voice message saying “Too loud. Record again,” will be played back to the speaker.

When the test phrase has been recorded, the amplitude normalization process begins immediately and automatically. The speech waveform is amplified or attenuated by a fixed gain defined by the quantity in the bracket of Eq. (1):

$$\hat{e}(i) = \left[\frac{32000}{\hat{\epsilon}}\right] e(i),$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $\hat{e}(i)$ and $e(i)$ are the $i$th speech samples before and after amplitude normalization respectively, and $\hat{\epsilon}$ is the absolute value of the peak amplitude of $e(i)$. Note that amplitude normalization based on the root-mean-square (rms) level is not recommended because the normalized speech amplitude might be still clipped because of the presence of peaky speech waveforms (e.g., /i/, /ae/).
Adaptive High-Frequency Boost

If the glottis of a person closes slowly at the pitch rate, the glottis signal will lack high frequencies as an excitation signal of the vocal tract. The resultant speech signal likewise will lack high frequencies. If so, the speech spectral histogram is difficult to analyze. To alleviate this difficulty, high frequencies may be adaptively boosted in real time prior to spectral analysis. The simplest high-frequency booster is a differentiation network with a variable gain:

\[ e_h(i) = e(i) - \mu e(i-1), \quad (2) \]

where \( e(i) \) and \( e_h(i) \) are the speech waveforms before and after the adaptive high-frequency boost, respectively, and the factor \( \mu \) is a gain factor that controls the amount of high-frequency boost. The factor \( \mu \) is determined by minimizing the mean-square value of the output of Eq. (2). Thus, the value of \( \mu \) is obtained from

\[
\frac{\partial e_h^2(i)}{\partial \mu} = \left[ (e(i) - \mu e(i-1)) - e(i-1) \right] = 0. \quad (3)
\]

Hence,

\[
\mu = \frac{e(i)e(i-1)}{e^2(i-1)}, \quad (4)
\]

which is computed each frame (i.e., 50 times per second). The quantity \( \mu \) will be larger for the voice that has a smaller quantity of high frequencies. Then, high frequencies will be boosted more, as indicated in Fig. 9.

![Image](image_url)

**Fig. 9** — Frequency response of adaptive high-frequency booster. If the spoken voice has weak high-frequency components, they are automatically amplified in proportion to the value of \( \mu \), which is estimated at 50 times per second. According to the results of our test based on speaker verification scores, many speakers benefit from the use of adaptive high-frequency boosting.
Speech Waveform Cropping

In real time, speech flows. Once the recording process has started, the digitized speech samples will accumulate endlessly whether speech is present or absent. Therefore, the speech waveform must be cropped at speech onset so that two sets of speech features can be compared in phase. Since cropping is based on speech amplitude, waveform cropping must follow amplitude normalization.

Waveform cropping requires three frames of speech waveform and three frames of speech rms values (Fig. 10). If the rms values of all three consecutive frames are below a threshold level, the speech sample of the oldest frame (i.e., speech samples of the third frame, \(\{x_3\}\)) will be cropped. The threshold level is set to 256, which is less than 1% (–40 dB) of the normalized peak amplitude of 30,000. This process is repeated once every frame.

Speech onset is often accompanied by two undesirable artifacts that are detrimental to waveform cropping:

- **Pre-onset burst of noise** — This relates to the presence of a “spit” noise generated when the mouth is opened. This feature is occasionally present, depending on the speaker and circumstance, and is detrimental to waveform cropping because this noise can be mistaken as a speech onset. The challenge is to isolate this artifact when enrolling and verifying a speaker.

- **Puff noise** — The other artifact is noise caused by turbulent air accompanying fricatives. Such noise introduces an error in waveform cropping and also distorts the speech waveform near the onset. This artifact can be reduced by covering the microphone with a “puff screen.”

Speech Bandwidth Expansion

Most people’s voices have a speech bandwidth that extend up to 8 kHz or more. Yet speech bandwidth is often truncated to 4 kHz for speech transmission, speech recognition, speaker verification, etc. Unfortunately, this old practice has been rolled over to digital speech processing. In most cases, speech bandwidth is
still restricted to 4 kHz. Figure 11 shows that a significant amount of speech information is lost by truncating the speech bandwidth to 4 kHz. In the NRL voice biometrics system, a speech bandwidth of 8 kHz is used.

We advocate the use of wideband speech (0-8 kHz) for voice encoding because it is useful in noisy environments, particularly for female speech [22]. We even generated a technique by which fricative spectra normally present above 4 kHz can be spread below 4 kHz to benefit narrowband users [22,23]. Recently, the use of wideband speech has been advocated for voice biometrics [24,25].

Fig. 11 — Spectral comparison of full-band (0-8 kHz) and commonly used half-band (0-4 kHz) speech. Use of half-band speech signal for voice biometrics is like using a half face for the face-matching biometrics.
Gas Mask Speech Improvement

The gas mask is part of the nuclear, biological, and chemical (NBC) protective gear that also includes suits, gloves, and boots. In the military, the NBC protective gear is often referred as the Mission Oriented Protective Posture (MOPP). The MOPP has five levels, as shown in Fig. 12 [25].

The gas mask has continuously evolved since Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519) first designed a simple protective mask to protect against toxic powder he himself developed. Reference 26 provides a comprehensive gas mask history.

There are two speech paths from inside the mask to outside (Fig. 13). One speech path is through a vibrating membrane in the mask wall that receives speech sounds and re-emits toward the outside. This is called the “voicemitter,” an abbreviation of the “voice emitter.” The other speech path is a standard microphone installed inside the mask.

![MOPP-0, MOPP-1, MOPP-2, MOPP-3, MOPP-4](image)

Fig. 12 — Five levels of MOPP. With MOPP-3 or MOPP-4, many biometrics techniques cannot be applied conveniently because of the gas mask and gloves. The most practical means for speaker verification is by the use of voice biometrics.

![MOPP-4 outfit](image)

Fig. 13 — MOPP-4 outfit. The speech heard outside the mask is significantly muffled and tinny. As a result, the performance of a voice biometrics device will be degraded. Restoration of MOPP-4 speech to natural sounding speech is essential for voice biometrics.
When the speaker wears a gas mask and gloves, the speaker’s voice is the most convenient means for personnel verification. However, speech from the mask will sound fuzzy, muffled, or tinny (Fig. 14). The presence of speech distortion degrades voice biometrics performance. Therefore, equalization of speech from the mask must be one of the pre-processing functions.

Fig. 14 — Comparison of clear speech (speech uttered in the free air) and distorted speech (speech uttered inside with the mask on). Use of distorted speech for voice biometrics is like using a fuzzy face for face-matching biometrics. We can remove speech distortion within ± 1 dB by the equalization technique presented here.
Restoring speech signals from the gas mask involves the following three steps: (1) characterizing the frequency response of the mask; (2) developing an effective means for restoring speech from the mask; and (3) comparing the speech distortion before and after equalization. We discuss each step in the following.

**Mask Characterization**

The first step is to measure the frequency response of the mask when it is worn. The filter that eradicates speech distortion is the inverse of the mask frequency response. Note that we need to estimate the mask response at least once, sometime before the mask is actually being used. We, however, have to do it again if a new mask is to be used.

A commonly used method of measuring the frequency response of a network or transducer is to measure the output under the excitation of a sweeping sinusoidal signal at the input. Unfortunately, there is no acceptable way of injecting a sinusoidal signal into the microphone (or voicemitter) input when the mask is worn. Therefore, we must use an alternative method of measuring mask frequency response using actual spoken speech as a probe signal. This method is feasible because:

- The speech spectrum is broad over the frequency range of interest (0 to 8 kHz) if the spectrum is accumulated over several seconds.
- The spectral difference between the speech spoken with and without the mask approximates the frequency response of the mask.

The speech spectrum with the mask on in terms of the speech spectrum without the mask is

\[ S_{\text{inside}}(\omega) = S_{\text{outside}}(\omega)M(\omega), \]  

where \( S_{\text{inside}}(\omega) \) is the spectrum of distorted speech originating from inside the mask, \( S_{\text{outside}}(\omega) \) is the undistorted speech uttered outside the mask, and \( M(\omega) \) is the mask frequency response. Figure 15 shows both speech spectra.

![Fig. 15 — Spectra of the speech uttered outside the mask (undistorted) and inside the mask (distorted). The difference is the mask frequency response, as is shown in Fig. 16.](image)
From Eq. (5), the mask frequency response is expressed as

$$M(\omega) = \frac{S_{\text{inside}}(\omega)}{S_{\text{outside}}(\omega)}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

The equalizer frequency response that removes mask distortion is the inverse of $M(\omega)$ expressed by Eq. (6). Thus, the equalizer frequency response is

$$E(\omega) = \frac{S_{\text{outside}}(\omega)}{S_{\text{inside}}(\omega)}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

Figure 16 shows the frequency responses of both the mask and the equalizer that removes mask distortion.

Fig. 16 — Frequency responses of the mask and the equalizer. These two frequency responses are the inverse of each other. It is interesting to note that the mask frequency response is a speaker-dependent voice biometrics feature because it is related to the speaker’s facial contour for a given type of gas mask.

Three Approaches to Equalization

There are three different ways of obtaining the equalized speech output, depending on whether the equalization is performed in the frequency domain or in the time domain.

Approach #1: Equalization in the frequency domain — The speech waveform from the mask is Fourier transformed. Then the equalized speech spectrum is obtained by multiplying the mask speech spectrum by the equalizer frequency response expressed by Eq. (7). See Fig. 17(a). The equalized spectrum is then inverse Fourier transformed to generate the equalized speech waveform. Frames must be overlapped during the inverse Fourier transform. Otherwise, there will be audible clicks in the equalized speech.
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Fig. 17 — Three approaches for equalizing distorted mask speech
Approach #2: Frequency domain analysis and time domain synthesis (our preferred approach) — The speech waveform is Fourier transformed as in Approach #1. The frequency response of the equalizer is inverse Fourier transformed to obtain the equalizer impulse response. See Fig. 17(b). Then the mask speech waveform is convolved with the mask impulse response to obtain the equalized speech output directly. An advantage of this approach is that frame overlapping is not needed.

Approach #3: All-pole spectrum in place of Fourier transform (our alternate approach) — The all-pole approximation to the speech spectrum has been used extensively by the Linear Predictive Coder (LPC) to encode speech [7]. In the framework of LPC, the $z$-transform of the speech originated from inside the mask is expressed by

$$S_{\text{inside}}(z) = \frac{1}{1 - \sum_{k=1}^{K} \alpha_k z^{-k}} ,$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

where $\alpha_k$ is the $k$th prediction coefficients, $K$ is the total number of prediction coefficients (usually $K = 10$), $\omega$ is frequency in radians/second, $\tau$ is the speech sampling time interval, and $j = \sqrt{-1}$. The method of computing prediction coefficients $\alpha_k$ $(k = 1, 2, K)$ is well established. Similarly, the $z$-transform of the speech uttered outside the mask (undistorted speech) can be expressed by

$$S_{\text{outside}}(z) = \frac{1}{1 - \sum_{k=1}^{K} \beta_k z^{-k}} ,$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

where $\beta_k$ is the prediction coefficient representing the undistorted speech. Therefore, the $z$-transform of the equalizer is

$$E(z) = \frac{1 - \sum_{k=1}^{K} \alpha_k z^{-k}}{1 - \sum_{k=1}^{K} \beta_k z^{-k}} .$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

The equalizer is a combination of a recursive filter (defined by the denominator) and a feed-forward filter (defined by the numerator) (Fig. 17(c)). Computationally, Approach #3 is the most efficient, and the quality of equalization is as good as the others. Any of these approaches improves mask speech significantly.

Speech Spectral Errors Before and After Equalization

The equalization process significantly removes speech distortion. As indicated in Fig. 18, the peak-to-peak speech spectral distortion prior to the equalization is approximately $\pm 10$ dB; this reduces to $\pm 1$ dB after equalization.
VOICE FEATURE EXTRACTION

The voice biometrics process is significantly different from other biometrics processes in the sense that the human voice does not have stable biometrics features. We have to carefully design a voice biometrics process to overcome this inherent limitation.

The speech waveform is related to both the speech sounds (phonemes) and the speaker’s voice timbre; these two properties have to be exploited for accuracy. We need to exploit the speech-related feature because two persons having similar voice timbre would pass speaker verification. Furthermore, we need to exploit the speaker’s timbre so that imposters are prevented from passing speaker verification by uttering someone else’s test phrase.

The use of only one voice feature is not satisfactory because many different voice characteristics must be discriminated from others. Therefore, we use five different voice features so that the deficiency of one voice feature will be made up by others. These features are:

1. **Speech spectral histogram** — This feature is in the form of 10-dimentional trajectories. They are obtained from the speech waveform through LPC analysis.

2. **Vocal tract area histogram** — This feature is also 10-dimensional trajectories and is obtained from the reflection coefficients generated by LPC analysis of the speech waveform. The initial speech parameters are the same as for the speech spectral histogram and the vocal tract area trajectories. The different transforms used in these features reveal different aspects of the voice.

3. **Speech loudness histogram** — This feature is a 1-dimensional trajectory. It is effective for detecting imposters uttering someone else’s test phrase.

![Fig. 18 - Gas mask speech distortion before and after equalization. Speech spectral distortion prior to equalization is \(\pm 10\) dB, which reduces to \(\pm 1\) dB after equalization. A frequency response error of \(\pm 1\) dB is normally associated with communication-grade microphones.](image-url)
4. *Average pitch frequency* — This is a single-valued parameter. Although people can change pitch intentionally (this is what we call singing), the average value pitch frequency of normal conversation is relatively stable. This voice feature is effective for separating persons having large pitch differences.

5. *Speech energy distribution* — This is also a single-valued parameter. The speech energies contained in the low band (0-4 kHz) and the upper band (4-8 kHz) are compared. This feature is related primarily to the speaker’s voice timbre.

**Speech Spectral Histogram**

The speech spectrum (unless stated otherwise, the speech spectrum is referred to as the speech spectral envelope — the former is a common misnomer) is widely used in all speech-related applications (speech encoding, speech recognition, speech alteration, etc.). The speech spectrum is conveniently obtained from the reflection coefficients through the LPC.

The speech spectrum is related to what is spoken and is also related to individual voice characteristics. The LPC analysis has already been discussed in connection with mask-speech equalization in Eqs. (8) and (9). The resultant LPC spectrum closely approximates the speech spectral envelope (Fig. 19). The histogram of the speech spectral envelope shown in Fig. 20 is one of the most important voice biometrics features.

![Speech Spectrum](image)

*Fig. 19 — Speech spectrum observed in one frame. The speech spectrum has two components: one is the speech spectral envelope, and the other is pitch harmonics inscribed under the speech spectral envelope.*

![Spectral Trajectories](image)

*Fig. 20 — Spectral trajectories of speech. As will be shown in Fig. 21, resonant frequencies in the low-frequency region are more related to speech, whereas those in the high-frequency region are more related to the speaker’s voice characteristics. As mentioned in the Background section, the speech spectral trajectory is one of the most widely used voice features.*
To show the speaker characteristics exhibited in the speech spectrum, we plotted the speech spectra of the vowel /a/ in “art” spoken by three different people (Fig. 21). We note the following:

- The only commonality in the spectrum is the location of the first resonant frequency (see the arrow in Fig. 21)
- Even though everyone utters the same vowel /a/, higher resonant frequencies are located at different frequencies. It is not easy to alter only higher resonant frequencies while the first resonant frequency remains unchanged. The higher resonant frequencies are predetermined by the physical characteristics of the speaker. Hence, they are speaker-dependent.
- Therefore, the difference between two speech spectra over the entire test phase is predominantly due to physical differences between the speakers, making it a useful biometrics parameter. This difference is one of the five factors used in calculating our speaker verification score.

![Speech spectra of /a/ in “art” spoken by three different persons. The only commonality in the resultant speech spectra is the location of the first resonant frequency. The remaining resonant frequencies depend on the individual speaker’s voice characteristics.](image)

**Vocal Tract Area Histogram**

The human vocal tract can be approximated by a series of concentric tubes (Fig. 22), and the cross-sectional area of each section can be estimated by the reflection coefficients obtained through the linear prediction analysis of the speech waveform. The set of prediction coefficients from either Eq. (8) or Eq. (9) can be converted to a set of reflection coefficients through transformation [27]. This transform is reversible, and no information will be lost:

\[
\alpha_{j|n+1} = \alpha_{j|n} - RC_{n+1, \alpha_{n+1-j|n}} \quad j = 1,2,\ldots,n, \tag{11}
\]

with

\[
\alpha_{n+1|n+1} = RC_{n+1}, \tag{12}
\]

where \(\alpha_{j|n+1}\) is the \(j\)th prediction coefficient for the \((n + 1)\) iteration, and \(RC_{n+1}\) is the \((n + 1)\) reflection coefficient.
In physics, the area ratio of two adjacent sections of a concentric tube is expressed in terms of reflection coefficients,

$$\frac{A_j}{A_{j+1}} = \frac{1 - RC_j}{1 + RC_j}. \quad (13)$$

From Eq. (13), cross-sectional areas are successively computed by

$$A_i = \left[ \frac{1 - RC_i}{1 + RC_j} \right] A_{i+1} \quad i = 1, 2, ..., I, \quad (14)$$

with the terminal section of $A_I = 1$.

Because the vocal tract areas are computed from reflection coefficients, there is a kinship between the LPC spectrum and the vocal tract area. Due to the different transformations of reflection coefficients, the transformed outputs also show different aspects of the speech signal.

To show speaker-dependency in the vocal tract area, as we demonstrated with the speech spectrum previously, we plotted three different vocal tract areas generated by three different persons uttering the vowel /a/ in “art.” Similar to Fig. 21 with the LPC spectrum, the vocal tract area shows the commonality that the second section has the largest cross-sectional area (Fig. 23). Other cross-sectional areas have no similarities. Therefore, if the difference (or error) between two vocal tract areas is computed over the entire test phrase, the sum of the difference will be predominantly speaker-dependent.

Fig. 22 — Vocal tract models. The mechanical model of the human vocal tract is a series of concentric tubes. The electric model of the human vocal tract is a cascaded lattice filter as shown in Fig. 22(c), which is a realization of Eq. (8).
Speech Loudness Histogram

The trajectory of speech loudness is useful for detecting an imposter uttering someone else’s test phrase because the trajectory manifests the speaking rhythm. Figure 24 is an example of the speech loudness histogram. Because this trajectory clearly shows each vowel location, it is used later for time-aligning the voice feature trajectories to be compared, which is a critical step for speaker verification.

Average Pitch Frequency

The average pitch frequency over the entire test phrase is another voice feature used in voice biometrics. If we average pitch frequencies over the test phrase, any semantic context in the speech can be completely eliminated. As a result, the average pitch frequency is dependent on the speaker, and this is rather stable unless the speaker intentionally wants to change it.
Pitch estimation has been greatly improved recently because of the widespread use of voice encoders that require pitch information. The Average Magnitude Difference Function (AMDF), defined in Eq. (15), is often used to estimate raw pitch:

\[
AMDF(\tau) = \sum_j |e(j) - e(j + \tau)|,
\]

(15)

where \(e(j)\) is the \(j\)th speech sample, and \(\tau\) is a delay. Figure 25 shows the AMDF profile. The most probable pitch period is the delay that corresponds to the minimum of the AMDF.

Fig. 24 — Loudness contours of speech uttered two weeks apart (one is in black, and the other is in blue). These well-overlapped trajectories signified that the same test phrase is spoken with virtually identical speaking rhythm (except near the end). This is one of the indications that the test phrase is most likely uttered by the same speaker.

Fig. 25 — Histogram of the Average Magnitude Difference Function (AMDF). Since vowel waveforms are repetitive at the pitch rate, the AMDF shows nulls at multiples of the pitch period. The first null is the raw pitch period of that frame. The raw pitch obtained from a vowel waveform must be tracked (dead-reckoning) through a consonant waveform, which is aperiodic. Hence there is no pitch value.
Figure 26 shows pitch trajectories of four speakers uttering their voice biometrics test phrases. Pitch contour varies in accordance with context. For example, the test phrase uttered by TM is “Today is a sunny day,” in which pitch frequency is higher for “today” and “sunny.”

Note that there is no pitch for fricatives and other unvoiced speech because their waveforms are not repetitive in time. Hence, the pitch is difficult to track. Consequently, we used the average pitch frequency of the entire phrase (a single value) rather than the pitch trajectory.

![Pitch Frequency Graph](image)

**Fig. 26 — Pitch frequency. Pitch frequency is another voice feature for speaker verification. These four speakers have their own pitch ranges, which makes average pitch frequency useful for speaker verification.**

**Speech Energy Distribution**

For generating vowels, the glottis opens and closes periodically at the pitch rate. If the glottis closes instantly, it produces a wideband excitation signal. Likewise, the speech spectrum is broadband. On the other hand, if the glottis closes slowly (because of age, injury, smoking, etc.), then it has a narrowband excitation signal. The resultant speech spectrum is likewise narrowband.

Figure 27 shows two examples of voice spectra. In Fig. 27(a), the vowel spectra are virtually cut-off at around 4 kHz, whereas Fig. 27(b) shows vowel spectra extending up to near 8 kHz. Therefore, the speech energy distribution is highly speaker-dependent. We use the ratio (a single value) of the average energies above and below 4 kHz over the entire test phrase.

To exploit the energy distribution for the voice biometrics process, speech energies in the low band (0-4 kHz) and in the high band (4-8 kHz) must be obtained. We average each speech energy over the entire test phrase. Hence, speech dependency is completely eliminated.

We use only the energies of vowels because excitation signal stems from the glottis in those sounds, and the vocal tract of the individual speaker is involved. Hence, the energy ratio is speaker-dependent (Fig. 28). The reason for excluding nonvowel energies is that their excitations originate from a constricted area somewhere between the teeth or the teeth and lips; they are spectrally similar, indicating that they are not speaker-dependent.
Fig. 27 — Spectrograms of a narrowband voice and wideband voice. The spectral distribution is the most explicit voice characteristic related to speakers.

Fig. 28 — Highband-to-lowband speech energy ratio. A larger ratio means the presence of stronger high frequencies in vowels. This ratio is one of the five voice features we use in our voice biometrics systems.
SPEAKER VERIFICATION

Speaker verification is a process of comparing the voice features derived from two different speech waveforms; one is the stored template speech and the other is the live test speech (Fig. 29). The speaker verification device makes a decision as to whether the speaker under test is the same person as the speaker in the template. In addition, the speaker verification device recommends that the template be updated if the error is close to the accept-reject threshold level.

We have five voice features to compare; there are two steps in the comparison process:

- **Compute individual voice feature error** — Each of the five voice features is compared separately. If a voice feature is a single number (such as average pitch frequency), the error is the difference of the two. In this case, the problem of time alignment does not exist. On the other hand, if a voice feature is in the form of trajectory (such as the speech spectrum), then time alignment becomes a major problem. We present two approaches for solving this problem.

- **Combine individual errors to generate a total voice error** — The five individual voice feature errors are combined into a total error. They are combined in such way that when a speaker tests against himself (or herself), the total error will be a fixed value of 1.0. The fixed self-test error makes it easier to establish the accept-or-reject threshold level.

Generally, comparing two sets of voice features is not a simple problem because two sets of voice features may not be aligned properly. Figure 30 is an example of misaligned voice features. If misalignment is not eradicated, the correct speaker could be rejected by the speaker verification device. Therefore, we need a technique to align two voice features.

**Time Alignment (Time Warping)**

Before computing the error between individual voice features, they must be time-aligned. This is done by expanding or compressing the time axis for voice feature #2 according to whether it is leading or lagging behind voice feature #1. Consider a Cartesian coordinate system in which the abscissa is the time axis for voice feature #1 (reference) and the ordinate is the time axis for voice feature #2. The resultant time-mapping characteristic is the coordinate system, which we call the time transfer characteristic (TTC).
If the two voice features are perfectly aligned, both time axes have an equal metric, namely, one time division equals one frame of 20 ms. Therefore, the TTC for the ideal case is a 45º line. If the voice features are not aligned, the TTC will be a curve. In this case, the TTC is constructed by measuring the mutual separation between the two voice features at each frame epoch.

The mutual separation between two voice features (see Figs. 24 or 30) is not easy to measure in the presence of an amplitude mismatch. The only locations where the mutual separation is certain are at the local peaks. Referring to Fig. 30, the time axes corresponding to the three local peaks are

$$
\begin{align*}
(t_{11}, t_{21})_1 &= (22, 24) \\
(t_{12}, t_{22})_2 &= (57, 49) \\
(t_{13}, t_{23})_3 &= (71, 63)
\end{align*}
$$

These coordinate points are the three most reliable points on the TTC. The rest of the points are derived by the interpolation (Fig. 31).
Individual Voice Feature Errors

To facilitate the discussion, we begin with the ideal case in which voice features are well aligned. We note that approximately 20% of speakers uttering their test phrases can generate nearly time-aligned voice features (see Fig. 24). In this case, the voice feature error can be obtained by direct subtraction (i.e., without warping the time axis):

\[ \varepsilon = \sum_{n=1}^{N} \sum_{k=1}^{K} |\lambda_1(n,k) - \lambda_2(n,k)| \]  

(ideal case),  

where \( \lambda_1(n,k) \) and \( \lambda_2(n,k) \) are the voice features in the template and the sample under test, respectively; \( k \) is the time index, and \( n \) is the number of variables in the voice feature.

Generally, however, voice feature trajectories will not be aligned properly (see Fig. 30). There are two approaches to eradicate time misalignment.
Approach #1: With time warping — The time-warping technique mentioned previously can be used. A weakness of this approach is that the construction of TTC is rather difficult if voice features have a mutual delay but also have amplitude mismatch. The only location where mutual delay can be estimated reliably is at the local peaks. The rest of the TTC must be interpolated from the time coordinates at the local peaks. Let the resultant TTC be denoted by

\[ y_i = f(x_i). \]  

Then, the individual voice feature error is obtained from

\[ \varepsilon = \sum_{n=1}^{N} \sum_{k=1}^{K} |\lambda_1(n,k) - \lambda_2(n,f(k))|. \]  

Approach #2: With a sliding window (our approach) — This approach does not warp one of the time axes. Rather, it uses a sliding window, the ideal TTC (a 45° line), to accommodate timing misalignment between voice features. The window moves vertically from –5 frames to +5 frames (Fig. 31). The best error is selected from the minimum of the 11 errors generated at each frame epoch,

\[ \varepsilon = \sum_{n=1}^{N} \min_{j} \left\{ \sum_{k=1}^{K} \lambda_1(n,k) - \sum_{j=5}^{5} \lambda_2(n,k-j) \right\}. \]  

The advantage of this approach is that it gives a more accurate feature error because it looks for an error at every frame. However, this approach requires more computations.

Total Voice Feature Error and Weighting Factors

To perform voice biometrics, all five individual voice feature errors must be combined into the total error. Thus,

\[ \varepsilon_T = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{m=1}^{M} w(m)\varepsilon_m, \]  

where \( \varepsilon_T \) is the total error, \( \varepsilon_m \) is the individual error \( (m = 1,2, \ldots, M) \). In our case, \( M = 5 \), and \( w(m) \) is the \( m \)th weighting factor. The weighting factors are important because physically diverse individual errors are being combined into a total error of a single dimension.

We combine the individual errors in such a way that the total error becomes a fixed value when any speaker tests against himself (or herself). Without this property in the speaker verification, it is difficult to define a fixed threshold for acceptance or rejection applicable to anyone. Therefore, each weighting factor must be equal to the reciprocal of the respective individual voice feature error. Thus, the \( m \)th weighting factor (where the total number of \( m \) is 5 because we have 5 voice features) is

\[ w(m) = \frac{1}{\varepsilon_m} \quad m = 1,2,3,\ldots,5, \]  

which means the weighting factor is inversely proportional to the respective voice feature error. Thus, if a speaker speaks his (or her) phrase consistently, there is less chance for imposters to be verified incorrectly. Most importantly, the self-test score for any speaker will be around 1.0. Because of this property, the
threshold level for acceptance or rejection can be set to a fixed value for all speakers (in our case, it is 2.0.) The verification score also indicates the confidence level of acceptance, which indicates when the template should be updated.

**Self-Test Score**

The self-test score generated by the speech samples uttered for enrollment is 1.0. The self-test scores after enrollment, however, will be clustered around unity. The scores will be scattered because we are not able to utter the same phrase similarly at subsequent verification sessions. Figure 32 shows typical self-test scores with a standard deviation.

![Fig. 32 — Self-test scores. The NRL voice biometric system is calibrated so that the self-test score is centered around 1.0, independent of speakers. This figure shows self-test scores of three individuals after enrollement. The average score is indicated by a bar, and the standard deviation is indicated by a short line segment around the average. The fixed level of self-test score makes it possible to assign a fixed level of the acceptance-or-rejection threshold, which is 2.0.](image)

**Inter-Speaker Scores**

Figure 33 shows the inter-speaker verification score in which speaker LS in the template is compared with LS under verification. LS scored around 1.0; therefore, LS is verified as being a correct person. Figure 33 also plots verification scores between LS and the other speakers. As expected, the inter-speaker scores are far above the acceptance-or-rejection threshold. All except LS are rejected as imposters.

**Template Update**

In other biometrics, a template update is not needed because, for example, fingerprint patterns or iris patterns are difficult to change. In voice biometrics, however, template update is mandatory because voice features can easily change. Fortunately, the NRL voice biometrics system provides an indication as to when the template must be updated (Fig. 33).

If the verification score approaches 1.0, the confidence level of acceptance is high, but as the score approaches 2.0, the confidence level of acceptance is low. If the score is somewhat below 2.0 (i.e., between 1.7 and 2.0), then the present speech waveform should be included in the template because the speech waveform in the template is becoming dated.
Test Scores with Tape-Recorded Input Speech

One of the frequently asked questions with respect to voice biometrics is “what happens if someone uses tape-recorded speech?” This is a valid question for the NRL voice biometrics system because the test phrase is pre-selected by the speaker, and the speaker will use it at every speaker verification session. Therefore, imposters could record someone saying his (or her) test phrase at a speaker verification session.

Accordingly, we tested our voice biometrics system by five speakers using their chosen test phrase recorded on the tape. As noted in Fig. 34, they are all rejected by a good margin. The tape-recorded speech is different from the live speech, even if the best-quality digital audio tape (DAT) is used for recording.

Test Scores of Imposters

Figure 35 shows speaker verification scores of three speakers who imitated someone else’s test phrase. They all failed. The choice of test phrase and the imposter’s ability to replicate it has a large influence on the test scores.
Fig. 34 — Speaker verification score with tape-recorded voices. The voice biometric process has a much better capability to analyze voice timbre than even humans through their own ears. Our voice biometrics devices will not be deceived by tape-recorded voices.

Case (a): The test phrase by DH is “Mei Cen, Matthew and John,” which is imitated reasonably by DC because the text is in English, but the score (error) is far above the acceptance level.

Case (b): The test phrase by DL is “man sh man shi buna gungamog,” which is hard to pronounce by other persons. The imposter is rejected by a good margin.

Case (c): The test phrase by GK is in a foreign language, which is difficult to imitate. The score is well above the acceptance level.

Fig. 35 — Test scores with imposters. All three imposters did not pass the verification test even though each practiced someone else’s test phrases. It can be concluded that the choice of an unfamiliar phrase is an effective means for rejecting imposters.
Test Scores with Gas Mask

When the mask is worn, the speech waveform is distorted because of the resonant frequencies generated by the gas mask. On the other hand, the speech waveform stored in the template is free from similar distortion. Hence, when the speaker verification is performed with the mask on, the score is expectedly low, as indicated by Fig. 36.

With the equalization method illustrated in Fig. 18, however, speaker verification performance is significantly improved. As shown in Fig. 19, all speakers correctly participated in this experiment.

![Fig. 36 — Test scores when the gas mask worn with and without equalization process discussed in Fig. 18. As shown in this figure, this equalization process enables correct speaker verification.](image)

CONCLUSIONS

In this report, we have described a voice biometrics system developed at NRL for controlling access to classified information, information systems, facilities, and weapon systems.

The NRL voice biometrics system was designed to improve reliability and user-friendliness. To achieve these goals, we have developed the following steps:

- **Select a test phrase by each speaker** — Each speaker selects his (or her) own test phrase that can be uttered consistently and uniquely, while at the same time making it difficult to impersonate.

- **Carry own speech template** — Each test phrase is recorded, encrypted, and stored in a flash memory card. Each speaker carries this in case the voice biometrics device does not have the speaker’s template; this situation may be encountered in battlefield situations.
• **Pre-process the speech waveform for normalization** — People cannot repeat the same phrase identically. The speech may be degraded (for example, the speaker wears a gas mask). Therefore, the biometrics device must be designed to normalize, equalize, and condition the speech waveform prior to the voice biometrics process.

• **Optimize the voice biometrics performance by selecting and utilizing the correct combination of speaker-related parameters** — Use as many different voice features as practical because the speech waveform is dependent on both speech and the speaker. These parameters include: (1) speech spectral histograms, (2) vocal tract area histograms, (3) speech loudness histograms, (4) average pitch frequency, and (5) speech spectral energy distribution.

• **Calibrate the self-test score to cluster around a fixed value** — We developed a method of calibrating the verification score so that when the speaker is tested against himself (or herself), the verification score is a fixed value regardless of the speaker. Hence, the magnitude of the score can indicate the confidence level of verification that leads to three possible decisions: (1) accept, (2) reject, and (3) accept, but the template must be updated.

In conclusion, we have made significant progress for making our voice usable for our password.
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